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Synthesis Analysis Methods for Underwater
Video Compression with Tensor Based
Minimized Side Information
A. Robert Singh, Suganya A.
quality and high compression ratio for I-frames as well as for
the segments.
Encoder

Video compression [1] is an essential process for video
storage, video conferencing, surveillance and other
compressed video content processing like recognition of
application specific components. In this paper, the
underwater video database named Reefvid [2] is used to test
the proposed video compression method. Synthesis analysis
based video compression [3] is the approach for video
compression by treating the video as some Group of Pictures
(GoP) in a particular format. Then, the video frames in a GoP
are treated as I-frames which are intra coded using a host
encoder, P-frames that are coded regarding the I-frames and
B-frames that are coded concerning the I-frames and
P-frames in both directions. The general architecture of the
synthesis analysis based video compression is given in Fig.1.
P-frames are applied with appropriate image segmentation
techniques and the obtained segments are classified into
static and dynamic segments depending on the level of
motion registered by that segment. The segments are either
coded by the host encoder or mapped by some motion model.
The reconstruction of these segments is using the side
information to improve the reconstructed contents. The
advantage of using the host encoder is maintaining high
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Abstract: Synthesis analysis is a common approach used to
compress videos with more amounts of dynamic textures.
Underwater videos contain more moving species captured by
moving camera. These kinds of videos have two types of motion
registered by both the species and the camera. In this paper,
tensor, an N-way representation of data is used to store the side
information obtained from the synthesis analysis approach. The
Low multilinear rank approximation (LMLRA) with error
correction using residual tensor is applied on the side information
to reduce the memory space for side information. The host
encoder in synthesis analysis approach plays an important role in
providing high compression rate with minimal loss and hence
H.265 is used as the host encoder. The results show that the
proposed method achieves highest compression ratio with minimal
loss due to distortion and saved bit rate which is highly consumed
by dynamic textures.

Fig.1 Video codec using synthesis analysis
Shruti Bansal et al. [3] proposed a dynamic texture synthesis
for video compression. The dynamic texture segmentation
has two steps called correspondance analysis to find the
relationship between the find the optical flow of the motion
between the frames and optic flow redsidue that is used to
improve the performance of the seg,ment reconstruction.
H.264/AVC is used as the host encoder in this paper. This
method gives better compression ratio than H.264. Jha et al.
[4] proposed a dynamic emprical mode decomposition
method (DEMD) to encode P-frames and B-frames of a GoP.
H.264 is the host encoder and wavelet decomposition is used
on residual image.The method outperforms the H.264.
In this paper, a synthesis analysis based video compression
method is proposed using tensor as a representation to store
the intermediate data such as segments of different types. The
tensor representation reduces the amount of side information
and useful in video compression [14],[15].
II. PROPOSED METHOD
The pattern of GoP for video compression is IPPBPP and the
entire video sequence is divided into number of GoPs of this
pattern. The I-frame is directly coded by the host encoder
H.265 using the intra-mode coding [5]. The P-frames are
coded with reference to the I-frame using a motion model.
The B-frame is coded with reference to the P-frames in both
the directions. The overall architecture of the proposed
method is given in Fig.2.
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Fig.2 Architecture of proposed method
textured segments are divided into
blocks and motion
The P-frame is segmented using a Fuzzy C-means clustering estimation is used with reference to neighbor frames. The
method [9] with local complement membership and local motion of static segments is regular and slow. This is
data distances [6] that makes decision on the biased identified by analyzing motion vectors and differences based
segmentation components. After finding the segments, they on motion-compensation. In other words, if the difference
must be classified as of whether they are static, dynamic or a between the original segment and segment from
non-texture segment [10]. This classification is done using motion-compensation is small, then the texture is static
sub-bands of wavelets. If the magnitude of the sub-band of texture. Let
be the segment to be classified,
be the
the maximum number of voxels is less than a given threshold output of motion compensation with neighbor frame, be
value, then it is known as the non-texture segment and the
block, and be the motion vector between the
directly coded by H.265 encoder. Otherwise, it is considered reference frame's block and the block to be coded, then the
as a textured segment. Further, the textured segments are conditions for static and dynamic textures are given in Eq.(3).
divided into static and dynamic textures. Let R be the set of
regions, for every
, the type of segment to be
determined. Each voxel in a position of (x,y) in
is
checked for the thresholding condition
of 8-subband
(3)
wavelet as given in Eq.(1).

(1)
where

is the amplitude of
subband of
. Based on this matrix, the segment is classified
whether it is a non-textured segment or not using Eq.(2).
(2)

The output of texture classification is given in Fig.3. Green
colored segments correspond to the dynamic texture, yellow
colored segments correspond to the static textures, and red
color represents non-textured segments that are directly
coded by H.265 [13]. At this stage, the tensor that is used to
represent textured segments is further divided into two
tensors that contain static and dynamic texture segments
respectively.

where
is the minimum percentage of voxels in the
textured segment that is empirically derived.
is the
number of voxels in the segment. Based on the type, the
sparse tensor that is identified by the previous step is divided
into two sparse tensors that consist of textured and
non-textured tensors respectively.
2.1 Classification of textured segments
Once textured segment is identified, it must be classified as
whether it is a static or dynamic segment. This classification
is done by evaluating the motion model of the segments,
because dynamic texture will make uneven and difficult
motion models. This is found by motion between the current
textures segments and other near-by frames. Here, the
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Fig.3 Output of segment classification

2.2. Texture fusion for motion model
The standard video compression algorithms are using
motion estimation method to correlate the contents
temporally to reduce the redundancy between frames.
Transformation based on 2D-projection is generally used to
perform motion estimation. In
this paper,
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concerning a maximum couple of voxels is calculated as
given in Eq.10
a bi-directional texture fusion is used to process static
textures in each B-frame. The motion parameters are
computed using bilinear motion model with the least-square
method is used to map translation of static textures. The
bilinear motion model with eight parameters is given in
Eq.(4).
(4)
in which,
and
are the voxels of reference
and current frames respectively. With more than four couple
of voxels, the eight parameters will be calculated. The texture
fusion process consists of three steps: 1) determine a motion
vector, 2) estimate eight motion parameters and 3) estimation
of distortion static textures.
a. Find motion vector
The motion of the current frame is to be estimated
regarding the two nearest reference frames in both directions.
Motion vector between the reference frames and the current
frame within the static texture is calculated by MSE metric
with a block size of
. Here a weight matrix is used to
represent the center of each block.
b. Find eight motion parameters
It is assumed that the motion vector records the movement
of each block that is identified from the weight matrix. So Eq.
(5) can be extended as Eq.(6).
(5)
where
The displacement vector

(6)
is further represented as d for

simplification. P is the matrix of sub-blocks and b is the
vector of motion parameters as shown in Eq. (7) and (8)
respectively.

(10)
and
are the entries in and
respectively.
This is an iterative process until the maximum value is less
than a threshold value.
c. Distortion of static textures
The static textures are reconstructed by distortion of the
reference frame. The worthiness of all static textures
(distorted) is evaluated by a set of video quality appraisal
methods. In this paper, two among every seven frames are
used as reference frames. The reference frame with
maximum distorted blocks is selected for video quality
appraisal. Based on the result of this appraisal, a new set of
motion parameters are calculated for static textures which
allows multiple simultaneous motions. This process is
continued until there is no more static texture to be coded/
distorted regarding a reference frame.
2.3. Dynamic texture fusion
In conventional video compression methods, the coding of
dynamic textures is a challenging process as they consume a
significant part of bit rate. In this paper, a LMLRA analysis
using tensor representation is used to model the dynamic
textures. This is also known as Tucker decomposition. The
3D YCbCr representation is preferred in this paper than 4D
RGB [8] to reduce memory space, and it ensures relatively
minimal prediction error than other representations. This is a
compact representation of frames with a single plane
representation of the luminance-chrominance channel. Let us
consider the set of frames as a tensor
be
of order , let be the dimension that
represents the temporal index. If there are t frames in a color
video with the frame size of of
, there are four
dimensions (n=4) for the tensor that are represented as given
in Eq. (11) to Eq.(14).
(11)

(7)

(12)
(13)
(14)
The fourth dimension represents the three color channels.
The dynamic texture synthesis is done by two steps that give
compact representation using tensor. The first step
decomposes the tensor into a smaller core tensor
and

(8)

The

vector

of
eight
parameters,
can be calculated by the motion
model with reference to the mean of least-squares method as
given in Eq.(9).

factor matrices
that are also known as
orthogonal matrices. The decomposition is shown in Eq.(15).
(15)
is the factor matrix that corresponds to the decomposed
signal of the input segments in temporal axis.

(9)
Here, W is the weight matrix calculated in the previous
step. Using the motion parameters, the motion estimated
vector d' can be computed. the comparison of d and d'
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Fig.4 Representation of product between Core tensor and factor
matrices to approximate original tensor.
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multiplication of

and

and the

row of

as shown in Figure 4. Before the decomposition, a
temporal average of pixels is identified in the temporal
direction as shown in Eq.(16). which is used for maintaining
the zero-mean element in the temporal axis.
(16)
The autoregressive model is the famous moving average
model that can construct a set of future temporal components
from existing inputs of experience. In this proposed model,
an autoregressive model of order one is used to define the
moving average model.

H265 vs.H264
H265 vs libvpx
H264 vs libvpx
Proposed vs H.265
Proposed H.264
Proposed vs libvpx

0

III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
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The proposed method is compared for PSNR, mean
structural similarity (MSSIM), bit rate reduction and
compression ratio against H.264/AVC [12] and
H.265/HEVC [11], [13]. The proposed system is tested with
common test videos and some underwater videos from
Reef-vid database (reefvid database). Experiments are
conducted on a PC with Intel Core i3-2328M CPU (2.20
GHz), 6 GB RAM, and a 64-bit Windows 7 operating system.
Fig.5 compares the bit rate saving between H.264, H.265 and
the MPEG codec libvpx. The result shows that FVMDEC
achieved a high bit rate saving than the other methods.
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The PSNR values for different Reefvid videos are
compared with H.264 and H.265 as shown in Table 1. The
obtained results show that the proposed method achieves
quality as equal as H.265. This is because of the FVMs used
to improve the quality of reconstructed videos.

Fig.5 Comparison of bit rate saving between H.264, H.265,
libvpx and FVMDEC

IV. CONCLUSION
Table .1 PSNR comparisons between H.264, H.265 and
FVMDEC for Reefvid database

File name

H.264

PSNR
H.265

FVMDEC
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This paper proposes a new synthesis analysis based video
compression method for underwater video coding. The GoP
pattern has sufficient number of frames to be processed. The
host encoder H.265 ensures a high compression ratio of
I-frame and other essential information. The synthesis
analysis based video compression ensures a high bit rate
saving than the other methods for Reefvid videos as well as
common videos for video compression. The quality of the
decompressed video is evaluated by PSNR and SSIM and it is
evident that the proposed method ensures high video quality
than others.
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